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ABSTRACT

Semantic segmentation of motion capture sequences plays a key part in many data-driven motion synthesis frameworks. It is a preprocessing step in which long recordings of motion capture sequences are partitioned into smaller segments. Afterwards, additional methods like statistical modeling can be applied to each group of structurally-similar segments to learn an abstract motion manifold. The segmentation task however often remains a manual task, which increases the effort and cost of generating large-scale motion databases. We therefore propose an automatic framework for semantic segmentation of motion capture data using a dilated temporal fully-convolutional network. Our model outperforms a state-of-the-art model in action segmentation, as well as three networks for sequence modeling. We further show our model is robust against high noisy training labels.

We first transform motion capture data into a "motion image" (columns = frames, rows = joints, RGB = scaled XYZ Euclidean coordinates), which allows us to apply common convolutional neural networks on motion data, to partition our image into smaller segments. To be able to extract temporal information, we make use of convolutions that are only applied in the time domain. Additionally, we take advantage of dilated convolutions to enlarge the receptive field of our model exponentially using comparably few layers and parameters.

We test our model on different convolution kernel widths and find that a 3 kernel width, despite being a more sparse filter, achieves the best results. We also test on a variety of noise levels (up to 38% frames which is less than the total sequence length).
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RESULTS

Our motion capture dataset consists of 70 sequences with 10 motion labels: standing, left/right step, begin/end left step, begin/end right step, reach, retrieve and turn. Our sequences reach up to 1500 frames. In all of our experiments, we use 7 fold cross validation. We use the Adam optimizer with 100 epochs for training.
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